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My expectations
With this statement, I am signalling a new way of doing business, based on a strategic
partnership between Army and industry characterised by engagement earlier in the Capability
Life Cycle. This partnership will be vital if we are to deliver Government’s modernisation
program and build a joint force that can meet the threats of today and adapt quickly to the
threats of tomorrow.
On 1 July 2020, the Government released the 2020 Defence Strategic Update and
2020 Force Structure Plan, which committed to invest a record $270 billion in Defence
capability and infrastructure over the next decade, including over $50 billion in Army capability.
The Update reaffirmed Government’s commitment to maximising Australian industry
involvement in Defence capability, and reiterated that industry is a fundamental input to
capability. This record investment will support Australian industry to deliver against the
Government’s Sovereign Industrial Capability Priorities, generate export opportunities, increase
Australian industry access to global supply chains, and create jobs in Australia.
The Defence Strategic Update recognised that accelerating strategic change and regional military modernisation
demand an agile and adaptive response that harnesses cutting-edge technology. The accelerating pace of change is
a central concept in the Army in Motion and Accelerated Warfare publications. To meet the challenges of Accelerated
Warfare and realise Army’s four modernisation priorities of Connected, Protected, Lethal, and Enabled, Army needs to
work closely with industry. This will allow Army to identify and invest in new Australian industry-led technologies, develop
faster acquisition models, secure our supply chains, and deliver land power. These priorities will guide us in developing
the future Army (the Army Objective Force), as well as helping to deliver a strategy and concept-led, threat aware, and
technologically sophisticated future Army.
Army’s new strategic partnership with industry will be underpinned by the values and behaviours outlined in the
Defence Transformation Strategy and Army’s Good Soldiering program, and will also build on our existing relationships
with industry.
We must continue to build faster and more effective ways of doing business that are mutually beneficial and better
facilitate an open exchange of information and ideas. To unlock industry’s capacity and technical expertise, Army must
better understand industry and support innovative ways of doing business. If we are to meet the challenges of the future
we must work together to find ways to facilitate an open exchange of information, develop Australian based technologies,
support innovation, and deliver mutually beneficial outcomes in the national interest.
This industry statement embraces a more open and less risk averse way for Army and defence industry to work together.
It opens our dialogue toward strengthening Army collaboration and partnership with industry to meet the challenges of
Accelerated Warfare; to be ready now and future ready.
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Army’s Industry Engagement Team
Army has established an Army Industry Engagement Team to coordinate and streamline engagement with industry.
The team can be contacted at army.industry@defence.gov.au.
The Army Industry Engagement Team will have a broad remit to respond to industry enquiries, connect industry with
appropriate areas of Army and Defence, and facilitate engagement through forums such as the Land Environment
Working Group, Army Innovation Days and the Chief of Army Symposium.

Other avenues of support
There are a range of industry programs and grants available to support Australian businesses wishing to translate
research and ideas into commercial outcomes in the defence industry, including:

f

Robotic and Autonomous Systems Implementation and Coordination Office (RICO): explores,
coordinates and develops concepts for disruptive technologies, including artificial intelligence,
quantum technologies, robotics and autonomy for the Australian Army.

f

Sovereign Industrial Capability Priority (SICP) Grants: supports eligible small and medium Australian
enterprises to build sovereign defence industrial capabilities.

f

Next Generation Technologies Fund: engages Australian industry, educational institutions and research
organisations to research and develop emerging and future technologies that offer the potential to
deliver battlespace dominant capabilities to the ADF.

f

Defence Innovation Hub: provides an open and competitive approach to investment in innovative
small businesses with a defence focus.

f

Defence Global Competitiveness Grant Program: helps Australian businesses invest in projects that
build their defence export capability.

If you are unsure on where to start, the Centre for Defence Industry Capability provides advisory services to Australian
industry to compete for Defence projects.

Defence Industry Policy
Defence relies upon businesses all over Australia – small, medium and large – to deliver the capability the Australian
Defence Force needs today and for the future. Army’s relationship with industry is increasingly important as technical
complexity and the integration demands between sensors, weapons and networks increase.
The Government has a long-term vision for a robust, resilient and internationally competitive Australian industry that is
positioned to meet Defence’s requirements, to generate economic growth, and to support greater employment across
Australia. By working collaboratively with industry over the long term, Army will provide opportunity for Australian defence
industry to increase the capacity of its workforce, which in turn will generate future opportunities for Army
capability development.

Eight Sovereign Industrial Capability Priorities are directly
relevant to Army
Sovereign Industrial Capability Priorities are capabilities that are critical to Defence and which Australia must therefore be
able to access and control. The priorities are underpinned by implementation and industry plans that are intended to guide
corporate planning and investment by industry.
The Government’s 2018 Defence Industrial Capability Plan identified an initial ten Sovereign Industrial Capability Priorities.
Eight of these are directly relevant to Army:

f

Combat clothing survivability and signature reduction technologies

f

Munitions and small arms research, design, development and manufacture

f

Land combat vehicle and technology upgrade

f

Aerospace platform deeper maintenance and structural integrity

f

Enhanced active phased array radar and passive radar capability

f

Advanced signal processing

f

Surveillance and intelligence

f

Test, evaluation, certification and systems assurance.

Army’s vision for industry engagement is to deliver a sustainable, industry enabled, credible land force.
Army will engage earlier in the Capability Life Cycle

We will achieve this vision by:

The Capability Life Cycle (CLC) is the core business process for realising and maintaining
Defence capability, spanning all aspects of capability definition, acquisition, sustainment,
upgrade, replacement and disposal. It comprises four distinct phases and is designed to
ensure Defence has the right capabilities, delivered and sustained efficiently and effectively.

f

Establishing a new strategic partnership with industry to complement
the existing commercial partnerships between delivery groups and
industry, and the capability delivery partnership between Army and
the delivery groups

Army will have a higher level of engagement with industry in the earlier stages of the CLC
where capability requirements are defined and refined. Once the solicitation process has
commenced, the relevant delivery group will lead evaluation, delivery, sustainment and
disposal activities under Army capability sponsorship.

f

Fostering a relationship of trust based in continuous engagement and
genuine dialogue, and shared knowledge, risks and successes.

2. Risk and
mitigation and
requirement setting

1. Strategy and
concepts

Army

Strategic partnerships with the Australian Army will provide
opportunities for industry that include:

4. In-service
and disposal

3. Acquisition

Engage with industry through formal solicitation – e.g. requests
for information, quote or tender; seeking responses to opportunities to
deliver projects; undertaking sustainment activities; and participation
in supply chains.

Provide access to innovation funding (e.g.
Sovereign Industrial Capability Priority Grants,
Next Generation Technologies Fund, Defence
Innovation Hub, and Australian Defence
Export Office mechanisms).

Enable long-term subcontracting opportunities through prime
contractors and original equipment manufacturers - which may
involve sustainment and supply chains, or in-service technical/
capability upgrades.

Consultative work often sourced through
standing offer panels, including major service
providers.

Respond to opportunities to sustain legacy platforms. These may
be an opportunity for industry to directly contract to Defence.
Industry should monitor AusTender for details of all potential
opportunities.

Special Operations - Land and Maritime Mobility

Increased Army engagement with small and medium enterprises,
including Indigenous business enterprises

f

Identification and promotion of defence export opportunities and
opportunities to contribute to global supply chains

f

More educated Australian Army that understands and takes into
account Australian defence industry needs

f

Increased investment in innovation, and collaborative research and
development efforts in Australia resulting from Army’s greater access
to information

f

Establishing, transitioning and enhancing skills, knowledge, systems,
technology and infrastructure within Australian industry.

The Defence industry engagement that was traditionally conducted by the delivery groups
– Capability Acquisition and Sustainment Group, Chief Information Officer Group and
Estate Infrastructure Group – will continue under this model.

Tactical UAV
Battlefield Communications
Protected Mobile Fires Assurance

Self-propelled Howitzer Artillery System
Armed Reconnaissance Helicopter Replacement

Additional Protected Mobile Fires
Next Generation Rotorcraft

Under-armour Breaching

Tank Replacement

Boxer Reconnaissance Vehicle

Long Range Rotorcraft

2025

2030

2035

Army Watercraft

Long Range Fires Upgrade

Heavy Logistic Vehicle

Additional Long Range Fires
Long Range Fires
Infantry Fighting Vehicle

Battlefield Command Systems

f

This approach will modernise land power to enable the Joint Force and maximise
Australian industry involvement in the acquisition and sustainment of capability and
support to operations.

Future capability investments for Army

New Generation
Protected Vehicle

Informing business decisions to maximise involvement in Army
projects and prioritise investment

Delivery groups

Early exposure to product and advanced
research and demonstrations

2020

f

Integrated Soldier Systems
Special Operations - GREYFIN

Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear Defence Continuous Program

Future Autonomous Vehicles

2040

Army is also working closely with Defence Science and Technology Group to create
the capabilities for a future ready Army. This includes conducting Science, Technology
and Research (STaR) Shots, which are designed to mobilise Science and Technology
expertise and resources to align with force structure priorities.

We expect Army will:

We expect industry will:
•

Gain insight into Army’s capability
development priorities

•

Continue to innovate and explore new
technologies

•

Be able to position their capabilities
and workforce for the future and, where
appropriate, participate in Army’s
international engagement activities.

•

Gain an understanding of innovative
technologies and opportunities

•

Improve the transparency of our business
practices

•

Better understand our industry partners.

We expect delivery
groups will:
•

Perform an enabling service
to Army and industry to
deliver capability

•

Engage with industry to
deliver, sustain and dispose
of capabilities.

